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INTRODUCTION

This is a case study about social aspects of exchange program. This study will explain
how social contacts work for exchange students in real life and what kind of social
problems do they face. Main goal for this study is to recognize social problems of
exchange program, and secondary also offer some solutions. This study answers to
question how exchange students adapt living abroad and how they make themselves feel
like home.

Author of this study is exchange student in Neu-Ulm University of Applied Sciences on
academic year of 2011-2012 and has observed himself and other exchange students for
this study. This case study is created in Neu-Ulm University of Applied Sciences June
2012 and observations of this study is made of exchange students of that university
during the whole academic year of 2011-2012. Some of the observations may also refer
to exchange students of Oulu University of Applied Sciences who were observed during
academic year of 2010-2011 by author of this study.
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SOCIAL CONTACTS TO HOME COUNTRY

While studying abroad as exchange student it is important to manage social contacts to
home country. Exchange program may last over varying lengths of time from
completing only one course in just few weeks to even completing whole degree in many
years abroad. Most common lengths of exchange program is one-semester program,
which is usually 3 to 6 months. [4] When considering this, there arises a question of how
to keep contact in home country and is it enough to keep contact via Internet.
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2.1

Via Internet

Communication technology nowadays is so advanced that it is easy to use by everyone,
Internet connections are fast enough in Europe for live video chats and about 75% of the
Europeans are using the Internet. [5] This all make it possible to keep contact via Internet
in real-time with girl-/boyfriend, relatives and friends.

As an example, one of my Finnish exchange student friends have a wife back in Finland
and another one have a betrothed-to-be. They speak everyday on Skype via Internet, and
during the year they have been travelling few times back to Finland as well as their
partners have travelled here few times. This way their long range relationship have not
been damaged.

As an another example, most of my exchange student friends chat with their old friends
on Facebook weekly, so their friendship stays fresh and they have a feeling of home.
Furthermore, most of them also speak on Skype, call with mobile phone or write emails to parents and rest of the family at least once a month so that the family knows
you are safe, and also to have a feeling of home.

As an another example, one my friends in Oulu University of Applied Sciences studied
abroad six months in Tanzania. There Internet connections were so bad, that it was not
even possible to write a blog every week. His relatives were a bit afraid because they
did not know how he is doing and is he well. Also his relations with his old friends
came more distant.

2.2

Visiting home country while being abroad

Almost everyone of the exchange students I know have visited at least once in their
home country during the exchange program. The ones who have relationship in their
home country visit far more often, even once a month. Only exception is the ones who
have travelled from another continent. Brazilians and Koreans for example have not
travelled to their home country at all. Instead, they travelled a lot during their exchange
4

program as a chance to see the world far away from home. However, they seemed to
keep much more contact in their home country via Internet instead. The ones who lived
more closer the destination country visited far more often their home country but did
not keep that much contact via Internet instead.

The ones who visited their home country more often kept a stronger bond in their home
country and adaption between the home country and destination country were more
balanced.

2.3

Visiting exchange student from home country

Most of the exchange students have had at least one friend or relative visiting them
abroad during the exchange program. According to exchange students, it helps them to
understand what this is and how this may change your life. Also, most of them wants to
show the city and have a feeling of home abroad.

As an example, no one of my relatives or friends have visited me during my 10-month
exchange program. I do not feel need to travel my home country and when I talk with
my relatives and friends via Internet I can discuss about all the topics, but I still have a
strong feeling that it would be really nice if someone would visit me. I would like to
share the experience and make them understand what kind of awesome exchange year I
have been trough. I have a feeling that no one of them might not understand it fully if
they do not visit me at all. The feeling is a bit same as if you have a new house and no
one of your friends or relatives are not visiting you.

As a conclusion, I see that it is not mandatory for old friends or relatives to visit
exchange student abroad but it would make stronger social bond during the exchange
program as well as after the exchange program when adapting back to normal life. I
believe, that influence of exchange program is high and it is actually hard to adapt back
to normal life afterwards.
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SOCIAL CONTACTS ABROAD IN DESTINATION COUNTRY

Social contacts in destination country are of course important when staying long time
abroad. In my case, I already knew few of my classmates from Finland when I moved to
Germany as an exchange student. However, based on my experience, most of the
exchange students do not know anyone when moving to the new country. Some of them
do not even have anyone else from their own country, or even from a similar culture.
During my first semester here in Germany, there was only one girl from Korea and no
one else from Asia in our exchange students group.

3.1

International Office

When the exchange year is about to start, the International Office in destination country
takes a huge role to make exchange students feel like home.

As an example, about one month before my exchange year started the International
Office from Neu-Ulm University of Applied Sciences with student tutors invited me
and my fellow exchange students to a Facebook group established for exchange
students for that semester specifically. When my second semester started, some of the
exchange students returned to their home country and new exchange students arrived.
Once again, the International Office established another Facebook group so that each
time the group would take maximum effort by only inviting exchange students who
were present. With that Facebook group, they were able to introduce themselves and
each one of us to each other tentatively, so that we would not be alone or that afraid of
moving abroad. That helped us establish preliminary social network and in the end
turned out to be really effective way. I have to say, that without this Facebook group our
social lives in Germany would have been very much different. Facebook seems to be
highly effective communication method nowadays when social media is the word of the
decade.

See Figure 3: Exchange students HNU SS12 Facebook group as an example how
Facebook is used for increasing communication and improving social relationships.
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As an another good example, when we arrived to Germany we first had orientation
weeks arranged by the International Office. One part of the orientation weeks was
intensive German language course, which was really useful for daily social contacts
which happens in grocery stores etc. That was also really useful for strengthening social
contacts that were preliminary established in Facebook group mentioned above. Other
parts of the orientations weeks helped to strengthen these social contacts as well, as well
as understanding the culture of Germany and culture of countries where exchange
students originated.

See Figure 4: Orientation weeks for international students in Neu-Ulm University of
Applied Sciences to understand activities that were given during the orientation weeks.

3.2

International students

Based on my experience, exchange students (referred as international students in this
chapter, since some of the international students are doing their practical training or the
whole degree abroad and are not necessarily exchange students) form a tight social
network with each other. As an example, when I got to know international students who
were studying in Finland, they had strong social relationship mainly with other
international students. As an another example, during the last two semesters I have
spend abroad in Germany international students have done the same thing. The
strongest social relationship are with other international students. This is possible
because exchange students are most likely first ones to meet each other, as can be drawn
as conclusion from chapter 3.1 International Office. In addition, other international
students are in the same position as exchange students and based on my experience, stay
in the same dormitories and therefore also meet other international students more likely.

3.3

Classmates

In addition to other exchange students and international students, exchange student may
have social contacts with classmates from school. Some of the exchange students I
know do not have local classmates since they attend to courses which are in English and
7

not that popular to German students in Neu-Ulm University of Applied Sciences. In my
case however, since I am doing a double degree with German students, I am one of the
lucky ones who have this opportunity to get social contacts with local classmates. Since
most of the exchange students in my experience tend to form social relationships with
other international students and therefore already have social network in destination
country, and local classmates most probably already have strong social network from
previous years, I do not find it necessary to build up strong relationship with other
classmates.

However, I find it highly recommended. Based on my experience, the stronger the
social relationship with local classmates have become, the more accepted exchange
student have been among the classmates and naturally the social network have increased
significantly. If I compare my situation to the exchange students who only know other
international students, my social network in Germany is more than twice as large. It
helps me to feel more like home.

On my class, there is about 50 German students plus four Finnish exchange student me
included. They all know each other but they tend to stay in a groups of 3 to 6 people.
After I asked around, this happened roughly after the first year and it is only natural,
that some of the people get to be better friends with each other than others. So when we
as an exchange students started to study with them, we basically got to know different
groups inside our class instead of getting to know all of them at once. As an example, I
am used to do group works with either the Finns or with the same three German
students on my class. The second Finn is used to do the same, but with the different four
German students on my class. The third and fourth Finn repeat the model, but also with
different groups of German students. In addition, when we invite our fellow German
students to spend time with us on our free time, there is different German students from
our class who takes part. Since our group size is as high as 50, we still have not had
social relationship with all of our classmates, if I do not count the daily polite greeting
habit. However, as I said, this is not even necessary. Even though it is highly
recommended.
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3.4

Other friends

Even though examples given above already prove that exchange students are most
likely to get wide social network already from school, it is highly likely that they will
also get social relationship with other locals as well. As an example, I have got to know
locals from my dormitory and parties. Anyway, I do not believe that this difference that
much to situation when making friends in home country. Biggest difference is the
language barrier on this matter.

However, there is few cases that should be mentioned. One time on the party, one of the
Finnish exchange students met accidentally a Finn who have been working here for a
while. Without that language barrier she became friends with us pretty quickly. As an
another example, on the last semester here was only one Brazilian with no other
Portuguese speaking exchange student. When he once met another Portuguese speaking
guest on one party, he immediately felt bonded with him.
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SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Studying abroad in a different country, maybe far away from the home country, in a
different culture and most probably with another language than mother tongue, there
will most probably also be some problems. Examples followed are cases that are only
small part of the exchange program and I have to emphasize that most of the exchange
students I have spoke it, also most of the ones mentioned in these examples, have said
that the exchange year have been best time of their lives and they have loved it. I agree
with those comments. Still, there are some problems that shadows the enjoyable journey
of exchange students.

4.1

Culture Shock

Culture shock is not necessarily a social problem of exchange program but it surely is a
major factor when studying abroad and it cannot be avoided. It affects on social
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relationships in home country and abroad, as well as in adapting to destination country
and later on back to home country.

Culture shock is defined as a psychological disorientation that most people experience
when living abroad in another country where culture differs from home country. The
symptoms of culture shock include homesickness, boredom, withdrawal, compulsive
eating and drinking, excessive sleep, irritability as well as stereotyping host nationals
and hostility towards them.

[2]

Culture shock can be divided into five stages (described

below in examples), which take place first in destination country and later on in home
country when returning. Together these forms a W-curve, as seen on attachment Figure
2.

First stage is honeymoon stage, whereat person feels euphoria about the new culture and
situation while everything is so exciting and new.

[3]

As an example, when we first

arrived as exchange students to Neu-Ulm University of Applied Sciences, we felt
exactly like this. It was actually easier to form social relationships in destination country
but as a negative side, some of the social relationships in home country suffered because
of this. This is better described in chapter 4.5 Relationships.

Second stage is distress stage, whereat problems arise. On this stage person starts to feel
confused and/or isolated.

[3]

As an example, many of the exchange student I know have

had symptoms of the culture shock (described above) in this stage. This may naturally
affect in social relationships, if person feels example hostility towards host nationals or
simply isolates itself from the social contacts. Chapters 4.3 Conflicts and 4.4
Homesickness are part of the consequence of this stage.

Third stage is re-integration stage, whereat problems become stronger. Person starts to
feel angry and frustrated, dislike the culture, language and food, as well as idealize life
"back home". Person is reconnecting with the values of itself and own culture. This is
healthy reaction and completely normal.

[3]
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As an example, many of the exchange

students have travelled back to home country multiple times during the exchange
program.

Fourth stage is autonomy stage, whereat person starts to accept the situation. Person do
not feel isolated anymore and person starts to feel like itself again.

[3]

As an example,

many of the exchange students have become more open and their personalities have
come up more after the months have passed.

Fifth stage is independence stage, whereat person starts to feel confident, comfortable
and itself again, embrace the culture and see everything in a new but realistic light.
Person starts to feel like home.

[3]

As an example, many of the exchange students I

know feel like home here in Germany. Also exchange students I knew in Finland felt
the same way.

4.2

Cultural differences

Culture in destination country may differ a lot from home country. Addition to locals,
exchange students often form a big part of social relationships abroad with each other.
Therefore it is likely that cultural differences will raise.

As an example, Spaniards are really outgoing people and talk a lot. One of my Spanish
friends have said, that even if they do not have anything else to say, they make
something up - anything. Finns in the other hand are quite silent and stolid. It is in their
nature and they just do not express themselves that loud. From Spanish aspect, Finns
may seem strange and I have heard that they feel even uncomfortable with Finns
because of awkward silence. From Finnish aspect, Spaniards may seem hyper-active
and even exasperating. Finns may also feel uncomfortable because between Finns there
is no awkward silence - it is just known as silence. With Spaniards however awkward
silence appears to Finns as well. Despite of mentioned, the Spaniards and the Finns that
I know have strong social relationship with each other and these cultural differences
effect only on their behavior in situations.
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As an another example, most of the European cultures have a strong alcohol culture,
and especially youths use a lot of alcohol in parties. From my experience, exchange
students spend a lot of time together particularly in parties and social relationships are
build up and strengthen in these parties. However, example Jordanians have religious
views which may prevent partying and I also know few exchange students who simply
do not like partying. Even though other activities exists as well, it is possible that in
these few cases some of the exchange students find themselves isolated from the main
group. This may rise as huge social problem during the exchange problem and may
cause homesickness.

4.3

Homesickness

Homesickness is a common experience and its causes, its course and its consequences
are not well known. [1] However, I can share my experiences and observations to clarify
those.

As an example, one of the Jordanians last semester felt homesick all the time. She got
along with everyone but she did not make strong social relations to anyone. She also
mentioned to me that culture shock was major factor for her and that she missed her
family a lot. She had lived all her life with her family. I know from experience that
moving away from home the first time is huge change of life, not to mention that during
exchange program even the country, culture, language and everything you know may
change.

As an another example, one of the Finns drop out from double degree program and
returned to Finland after first semester instead of staying whole academic year as
planned. Unlike in previous example, he did not feel homesick because of family
reasons or culture shock. He also got along with everyone but he also did not make
strong social relations to anyone. He spend a lot of time in dormitory alone like
Jordanian in previous example. Later on before he left to Finland he began to make
better relations to other exchange students. After this, he even started to consider about
staying for whole academic year after all. In addition, his poor school success was
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another factor for the desire to return home and therefore it was hard to overturn the
decision.

As a conclusion from these examples, the largest cause for homesickness is a lack of
strong social relations in destination country. Also cultural differences, too attached
family relations, isolation or poor school success may cause homesickness.

4.4

Conflicts

Like in all social relationships and in life generally, conflicts may occur. Conflicts that
may occur particularly during the exchange program are in my experience mostly
caused by cultural differences and attitudes against foreigners.

As an example, few of the Finns last semester were residents of dormitory which had
only German speaking caretaker, mostly German residents and a landlord who had strict
rules. The conflict can be divided in three phases that are described on Figure 1:
Conflict Phases. At first in advance phase, the Finns were relatively loud and therefore
broke the house rules. Afterwards in escalation phase, German residents blamed Finns
about all the problems in dormitory even if they were not present, the German speaking
caretaker were unable to understand other than German residents and complained
continually Finns, the landlord tightened the rules ridiculously (e.g. toilet is forbidden to
use after 10 pm) and refused to communicate in English, and the Finns did not
communicate with other residents. Later on in clarification phase when the Finns were
moving out and they left the flat in perfect condition, caretaker was actually crying and
offered an apology for her behavior.

4.5

Relationships

Long range relationships are known to be difficult since for most of the people sexual
intercourse and spending time physically with partner is important. In addition,
exchange program can be live changing experience mentally since worldview expands,
it is possible to meet different kind of people from other cultures and possibilities of
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travelling increases. This may cause emotional distancing. Also exchange students
mostly have a lot of events and parties, which may lead to cheating and seriously
damage or end love relationship.

As an example, during the last six months more than half of the long range relationships
that I know my fellow exchange students have had suffered cheating of some kind.
About one third of the long range relationships have ended either of the cause
mentioned or because of emotional distancing.
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